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Executive summary
Since the Myanmar military (or ‘Tatmadaw’) staged its coup on 1 February 2021, widespread
reports have emerged of security forces using excessive and lethal violence to suppress
protest and civil disobedience against the coup. Alleged violence has included killings,
arbitrary detention, torture, and enforced disappearances. On 7 July 2021, the UN Special
Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in Myanmar described the military’s crackdown
on protests as involving ‘acts that amount to crimes against humanity’. 1 There are also
recent reports of clashes between security forces and armed individuals acting under the
auspices of, or in cooperation with, armed groups. On 7 September 2021, the National Unity
Government (‘NUG’) announced a “people’s defensive war” and condemned the military for
perpetrating “war crimes”. 2 These facts raise a further question of whether the situation can
be characterised as an armed conflict such that International Humanitarian Law (‘IHL’)
applies, including the war crimes regime.
This Briefing Paper aims to provide a high-level analysis of the extent to which the situation
in Myanmar arising out of the 1 February coup, as evidenced by publicly available
information, has involved crimes against humanity and/or war crimes. The Paper focuses on
“atrocity crimes” (genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing)
currently raised on the facts relating to the response to the coup in Myanmar. In addition to
illuminating Myanmar’s responsibilities under international law, determination of the situation
as involving atrocity crimes is important because all States have a responsibility to protect
populations from atrocity crimes. The legal labels are indicative not only of Myanmar’s
responsibility but also of the international community’s responsibility towards those within
Myanmar’s borders.
The Paper concludes that as at September 2021 there is evidence emanating from
numerous sources to suggest that atrocity crimes have and continue to occur in the
context of the Tatmadaw’s crackdown on protest to the coup. Specifically, the Paper makes
the following preliminary conclusions:
i.

Crimes against humanity—the military’s response to protests has likely
involved crimes against humanity including:
a. murder;
b. imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty;
c. torture; and
d. enforced disappearance.
The available information also suggests that further crimes against humanity of
rape and other sexual violence, persecution, and other inhumane acts may
be substantiated.

ii.

War crimes—on the information currently available, it is incorrect to describe the
vast majority of violence in response to the coup as involving war crimes. This is
because most of the violence that has occurred does not meet the threshold
required for characterisation as armed conflict such that International
4

Humanitarian Law (‘IHL’)—and the law of war crimes—is not applicable.
However, this determination is fact-specific. Recent reports of violence between
newly formed militias, including with the cooperation of established ethnic armed
organisations, suggests that this characterisation of the situation may change in
the very near future such that all actors should be reminded of their obligations
under IHL and their actions judged accordingly.
Recommendations and steps that all States should immediately consider in order to give
effect to their responsibility to protect appear at the end of the Paper.
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Summary of facts
On 1 February 2021, the Myanmar military staged a coup d’état against the democratically
elected civilian government of Myanmar, declaring itself the State Administrative Council
(‘SAC’). The attempted coup sparked widespread civilian demonstrations—according to the
Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (‘ACLED’), more than 4,700 demonstrations
occurred between 1 February and 30 June 2021, 98% of which were peaceful. 3 The
military’s response has involved widespread violence, particularly against civilian
demonstrators.

Crackdown on anti-coup protests and civil disobedience
The first street protests against the military’s takeover in Myanmar were recorded on 4
February, with 20 protesters gathering outside the University of Medicine in Mandalay. 4
Protests around the country soon followed. On 6 February, thousands of protesters
reportedly took to the streets in Yangon and other major cities, 5 with several hundred
thousand people participating in protests in the days and months that followed. 6 Protests
occurred alongside a Civil Disobedience Movement (‘CDM’), with workers striking across
sectors. 7 The vast majority of anti-coup demonstrations up until 30 June 2021—98%—were
reportedly peaceful. 8 The 2% of protests documented as involving demonstrator violence
allegedly involved retaliation against security forces with throwing stones, use of homemade
weapons, or throwing back at security forces tear gas canisters. 9
Numerous reports have documented the military’s response to protests as excessively and
lethally violent. In addition to the use of teargas, water cannons, and rubber bullets, multiple
NGOs and news outlets have reported the use of live ammunition and military assault-style
weaponry against protesters, including by specialised military divisions. 10 Reports also detail
a steep increase in military violence against civilians beyond the context of demonstrations,
with NGO and news reports identifying incidents in which individuals have been shot in their
homes or neighbourhoods, 11 arbitrarily arrested, 12 tortured or killed in detention, 13 abducted
to punish family members, 14 or disappeared. 15 There are reports of bodies of those detained
being returned to their families with injuries consistent with torture, 16 and with their organs
removed and bodies sewn up. 17 In other instances, the military has reportedly refused to
return bodies to families, or demanded a ransom for their return. 18 Many have suffered
serious and debilitating injuries. 19

Response of ethnic armed organisations
Reports indicate that since 1 February, there has been an increase in armed conflict
between well-established ethnic armed organisations (‘EAOs’) such as the Kachin
Independence Army and the Karen National Liberation Army. 20 These armed groups have
indicated support for the anti-coup movement, 21 but for the most part seem to have
maintained that they operate independently of it. 22 In some areas, such as Shan State, there
has also been increased armed violence between ethnic armed groups. 23 Some ethnic
armed groups have not taken a public position in relation to the coup. 24 Since the coup,
established EAOs have also reportedly begun training civilians who are eager to learn
weapons skills and warfare tactics from groups who have previous experience fighting the
Tatmadaw. 25
6

Formation of anti-coup defense forces and pro-military militias
In May 2021, the National Unity Government (‘NUG’)—a group of ousted members of
parliament, activists, and representatives from various ethnic minority groups—declared the
formation of a “People’s Defense Force” (‘PDF’) to protect supporters and oppose the
military. 26 Alongside this group, reports indicate a proliferation of small local resistance
groups—on some estimates, more than 100 27—calling themselves “people’s defense
forces”. 28 Some have declared allegiance with the NUG’s PDF or ethnic armed groups;
others have not. 29 The ACLED has identified around 40 local defense groups that have
announced their formation as being active as at 30 June 2021. 30 Although information is
sparce as to the structure, capacity, and coordination of these groups, reports suggest great
variation between them. 31 Some reports have further detailed training operations by ethnic
armed groups of those opposing the coup. 32
There are reports of sporadic armed clashes between the Tatmadaw and members of
various groups in recent months. 33 On 7 September 2021, the NUG announced a “people’s
defensive war” and condemned the military for perpetrating “war crimes”. 34 At the time of
writing, it is difficult to determine the impact of this announcement on the ground. There have
been reports of peaceful protests as well as small-scale shootings and sabotage of military
structures since the announcement, and violent responses from the military. 35 However,
similar activities have been occurring for months and it is difficult to determine whether they
have occurred in response to or independently of the NUG call to arms. On 10 and 11
September, there were accounts of deadly clashes between the military and the local
people’s defense force in Myin Thar and nearby villages after more than 100 troops
reportedly arrived in military vehicles to secure the area. 36 It also remains unclear whether
these clashes occurred independently of the NUG’s war declaration. The NUG has begun
using language suggesting IHL applies to the situation, announcing PDFs are abiding by IHL
and human rights principles, “most importantly, the Geneva conventions”. 37
There are also reports of the emergence of a pro-military militia (referred to as ‘Pyu Saw
Htee’ groups) composed of military supporters armed and acting at times at the direction of,
or alongside, the military. 38 There are reports of targeted killings and bombings by Pyu Saw
Htee members 39—and against them 40—and also of their participation in military offensives. 41

Impact of COVID-19
On 14 July 2021, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in Myanmar
described the situation as a “perfect storm” for significant loss of life. 42 The most recent—
and by far the worst 43—spike in COVID cases and deaths occurring in the aftermath of the
coup has been described as “uncontrolled community spread”. 44 In relation to the impact of
anti-coup protests on Myanmar’s pandemic response, large-scale demonstrations may have
acted as super-spreader events. 45 Strikes by healthcare personnel have likely left an already
weak healthcare service under-staffed. 46 This has been worsened by the military’s apparent
targeting of health professionals in its crackdowns. 47 The country’s vaccine rollout has been
severely disrupted by government healthcare providers participating in the CDM, refusals to
cooperate with the military, and by citizens refusing the vaccine in protest of the military
regime. 48 As at 21 August 2021, approximately 3% of Myanmar’s population was recorded
as fully vaccinated and less than 5% as partly vaccinated. 49
7

There is evidence suggesting that the military has been weaponising the pandemic in its
response to anti-coup protest. 50 Reports indicate that the military has restricted oxygen
production and dissemination to military-controlled hospitals and healthcare facilities. 51
Soldiers have allegedly fired upon people gathering at oxygen factories and shops to ensure
exclusive supply of oxygen to military-controlled facilities. 52 Military hospitals have reportedly
limited their treatment to military officers and their families, 53 while those attempting to
provide healthcare outside of military hospitals have been targeted, including by soldiers
posing as COVID-19 patients to lure volunteer doctors out of hiding. 54 In certain ethnic
areas, the military has banned or limited entry of medicine, oxygen, and food into the state. 55
Across Myanmar, those leaving their homes after military-imposed curfew, including to seek
medical assistance, have reportedly been gunned down. 56
Reports indicate that COVID spread through prisons and that many of those in detention
with symptoms consistent with COVID have not received medical attention. 57 The AAPP’s
data on fatalities since the coup indicates that deaths in detention are often recorded as due
to COVID, notwithstanding evidence consistent with death by torture. 58 Similarly, there are
reports that deaths actually caused by military brutality on the streets of Myanmar have been
recorded as due to COVID-19. 59
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Duties under international law
The appropriate legal characterisation of the situation in Myanmar post-coup is important
because, in addition to indicating whether the violence is contrary to international law, such
labels determine the responsibilities of States—including Myanmar—to do something to
protect the people of Myanmar.

Atrocity crimes
All States have a responsibility to protect (‘R2P’) populations from genocide, war crimes,
crimes against humanity, and ethnic cleansing (commonly referred to as “atrocity
crimes”). 60 The R2P rubric is not merely rhetoric; it gives effect to obligations under
international law. International law imposes an obligation upon all States to prevent (and
punish) genocide if aware of a “serious risk” of genocide. 61 Although there is not yet a
dedicated convention equivalent to the Genocide Convention expressing the obligation, the
same can arguably be said for crimes against humanity. 62 In any case, each constitute
violations of jus cogens norms and are of such status that all States have a recognised legal
interest in their prevention (erga omnes). 63 Fundamental rules of IHL have also been found
to have such status. 64
The effect of these rules is that if atrocity crimes have been committed in Myanmar since 1
February 2021, certain rights and obligations flow under international law. For Myanmar, it
means that the relevant obligations are indelible and cannot be set aside, 65 including by a
military that has obtained power by force. 66 For other States, if a “serious breach” of jus
cogens rules has occurred in Myanmar, it means that States are obliged to cooperate to
bring an end to the breach and not to recognise the situation created by it, nor aid or assist
in maintaining it. 67

International human rights law
If the situation in Myanmar cannot be said to involve atrocity crimes as established as a
matter of international law, other rules of international law nonetheless constrain the extent
to which force can be used against individuals in suppressing protest to the coup. Myanmar
is a State Party to the following core international human rights, humanitarian, and
international criminal law treaties which are, amongst others, relevant to the alleged abuses
arising in relation to the coup:
• International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights;
• Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women;
• United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child;
• Convention on the Political Rights of Women;
• International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages;
• International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings;
• Geneva Conventions;
• Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons; and
• Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property.
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Myanmar is also bound by obligations of customary international law, including obligations of
such status codified in treaties it is not a party to such as the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment, and the Additional Protocols to the Geneva
Conventions.
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Assessment of the facts
SOURCES AND RELIABILITY OF EVIDENCE
The conclusions made in this Paper are based on publicly available information relating to
the situation in Myanmar. Principally, this information consists of:
• summary data and statistics as recorded by local NGOs such as the Assistance
Association for Political Prisoners (‘AAPP’) and international organisations such as
the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (‘ACLED’);
• alleged internal military documents and statements, as reported by news outlets; and
• eye-witness or personal testimony of individuals with direct experience of the
situation in Myanmar as available through UN, NGO, and local and international
news reports.
These sources of information are, at the time of writing, the most reliable and credible
information available to inform high-level legal analysis of the situation in Myanmar such as
that presented in this Paper. Where possible, information has been verified against other
news and NGO reports.
As a matter of law, the weight that may be attached to the various sources of evidence
available varies according to the authenticity, credibility, and reliability of each source. 68 Due
to practical difficulties and exigencies, much of the currently publicly available information
pertaining to the situation in Myanmar derives from NGO and media reports. Such sources
are generally not considered “best evidence” for the purpose of determining international
crimes. However, such sources remain critical to preliminary assessments of the situation.
For the purposes of this Report, necessary assumptions are accordingly made about the
extent to which more reliable open source evidence might be corroborated by (or rather,
corroborate) direct evidence.
In addition to the open-source evidence outlined in this Paper, relevant courts may have
access to the evidence collected by the Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar
(‘IIMM’). To date, the IIMM has collected over 219,000 information items relevant to postcoup events and Head of the IIMM, Nicholas Koumjian, has stated that the Mechanism’s
“initial analysis indicates that these crimes are both widespread and systematic in nature”. 69
The Mechanism has the mandate to share relevant information, documentation, and
evidence with competent investigative, prosecutorial, and judicial authorities to facilitate and
expedite criminal proceedings in national, regional, or international courts or tribunals. 70
Although this means that the evidence collected is not available to inform Briefing Papers
such as this, it does mean that relevant stakeholders can turn to the IIMM for more robust
and “best” evidence to further the initial analysis contained in this Paper.
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POTENTIAL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
Although there have been various definitions of crimes against humanity since 1945, the
most commonly accepted definition is that contained in Article 7 of the Rome Statute. 71
According to that definition, a crime against humanity consists of specific and contextual
elements as follows:

ICC STATUTE, ARTICLE 7(1)72

…“crime against humanity” means any of the following acts when committed as part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of
the attack:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Murder;
Extermination;
Enslavement;
Deportation or forcible transfer of population;
Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental
rules of international law;
6. Torture;
7. Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or
any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity;
8. Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national,
ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are
universally recognized as impermissible under international law, in connection with any
act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court;
9. Enforced disappearance of persons;
10. The crime of apartheid;
11. Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or
serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.

A crime against humanity under international law therefore requires satisfaction of both
specific and contextual elements—that is, the commission of certain inhumane acts and
critically, that those acts occurred in the particular context of “a widespread or systematic
attack directed against a civilian population”. In contrast to war crimes, there is no
requirement for a nexus to armed conflict. 73
This section of the Paper first considers the likelihood that the existing evidence establishes
the requisite contextual elements and then, whether that evidence suffices to establish acts
prohibited under Article 7(1) of the ICC Statute.

Contextual elements
Existence of an “attack directed against any civilian population”
An “attack directed against any civilian population” requires: (a) “a course of conduct
involving the multiple commission of [prohibited] acts”; (b) directed “against any civilian
population”; and (c) “pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to
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commit such an attack”. 74 Together, these sub-elements establish the existence of an
“attack directed against any civilian population”. The attack need not be military in character;
it can encompass mistreatment of the civilian population. 75

a) Relevant “course of conduct”

The “attack” element requires a course of conduct involving the commission of prohibited
acts of violence. 76 NGO and press began reporting human rights abuses relating to the
attempted coup in Myanmar the same week the coup occurred, beginning with reports of
communications blackouts on 2 February 2021 and escalating to reports of the use of lethal
force against protestors by 9 February 2021. 77 Subsequent NGO and press releases allege
murders, arbitrary arrests, and enforced disappearances perpetrated by security forces from
that period to present. 78 The summary data collected and published by the AAPP as at 15
September 2021, identifying 1,093 fatalities, 79 6,553 as being detained, 80 and 1,984 issued
with a warrant for arrest since the attempted coup, 81 is indicative of the consistency and
scale of military crackdown on protest in the ensuing period. Reports further describe
conditions within detention (or as evidenced by bodies returned after death in detention) as
including severe beatings, sexual harassment and humiliation, organ removal, and torture
techniques such as food deprivation, cold exposure, stress positions and slow cutting. 82 As
considered later in this Report, if proven this conduct likely amounts to prohibited acts under
Article 7(1) of the Rome Statute. 83 The coincidence, continuity, and similar modus operandi
across reports dating from 2 February 2021 to present clearly indicate that they constitute “a
campaign” or “series” of events as opposed to “a mere aggregate of random acts”, 84 or
“single isolated acts”, 85 constituting a relevant “attack” under international law.

b) Directed “against any civilian population”

International jurisprudence has interpreted the phrase “directed against any civilian
population” as requiring that civilians be the primary object of the attack. 86 The term “civilian
population” encompasses “any group of people linked by shared characteristics that in turn
make it the target of an attack”. 87 The data relating to the military’s crackdown on protest to
the attempted coup illustrates that the majority of individuals targeted are civilians. 88 1,040 of
the 1,093 fatalities recorded by the AAPP are of civilian protesters, 89 and 5,806 of the 6,533
identified as in detention have been attributed civilian status by the AAPP (or lack an official
affiliation with an organised militia or even a political party). 90 There is also evidence that the
Tatmadaw has been targeting individuals regardless of their status—including protesters, 91
family members of protesters, 92 journalists, 93 residents in their homes, 94 workers, 95 and
children 96—to quell opposition, including by fear-mongering. 97 Therefore, although there
remains a legal question as to whether those that might be categorised as members of an
organised armed group could claim civilian status for the purposes of this definition as a
matter of law, 98 the military’s indiscriminate use of force against crowds and protesters likely
nonetheless meets this aspect of the legal test for crimes against humanity.

c) Pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organisational policy

Although expressly stipulated in Art 7(2)(a) of the Rome Statute, the authorities remain
divided as to whether a plan or policy is strictly required to establish crimes against humanity
under customary international law. 99 If of customary status, the threshold for making out this
element is low—crimes must be planned, directed, or organised as opposed to “isolated,
random acts of individuals”. 100 It is “a modest threshold that simply excludes random
13

action”. 101 There is no requirement that the “policy” be formally adopted; 102 the criterion may
be satisfied by implication from the circumstances or manner in which the acts occur; 103 and
does not require positive action from the State or organisation—implicit endorsement will
suffice. 104 Existing reports relating to the situation in Myanmar indicate that the military’s
crackdown on protest meets this test on at least three factual bases.
First, the similar modus operandi of military operations as reported by media and NGOs and
discussed in this Report suggests that it is highly improbable that prohibited acts have
occurred randomly. 105 In accordance with international jurisprudence, such an inference
satisfies any applicable policy threshold. 106
Second, the violence that reportedly has been deployed by the military in putting down
opposition is consistent with implementation of the Tatmadaw’s infamous ‘Four Cuts’ military
strategy. 107 Traditionally, this strategy aims to counter guerrilla movements by delivering four
“cuts” to insurgent food supply, funds, intelligence, and recruits. 108 It is generally deployed
alongside a three-stage colour classification system whereby the colour categorisation of an
area reflects the understood rules of engagement: “black” areas are those held by
insurgents such that they are characterised by almost complete liberation of restraints on the
use of force; “brown” areas are contested areas which permit “abusive forms of conduct”,
albeit not to the same degree as black areas; and “white” areas are those that are
Tatmadaw-secured. 109 In black areas, all non-Tatmadaw persons are seen to be “the
enemy”, regardless of age, gender, or hostility, and the focus is “overwhelmingly on the
military defeat of the insurgents and the intimidation of the local inhabitants”. 110
Although the military has not explicitly invoked the Four Cuts doctrine in its response to
protest to its rule, the violence documented and rhetoric employed alongside it is consistent
with use of the strategy. For example, there has been less violence in spaces partially or
fully under military control (such as government hospitals—potential “grey” areas) whereas
mass protests have been met with open fire (likely “black” areas). The Tatmadaw’s broader
use of indiscriminate violence against civilians outside the context of protests could be
characterised as fear-mongering employed to stamp out support for dissidents and ensure
“enemies” cannot find sanctuary. 111 The numerous reports of the military taking and refusing
to return bodies, or returning them in distressing states, reinforces this analysis in evidencing
a pattern of “using corpses and the bodies of the wounded to create anxiety, uncertainty,
and strike fear in the civilian population”. 112 Even if not formally sanctioned according to the
Four Cuts doctrine, the consistency of military operations with the Four Cuts strategy likely
meets the requisite level of underpinning organisation necessary to satisfy the policy
element of crimes against humanity.
Third, the military have made statements, both publicly and allegedly in official command
documents, that suggest the violence has occurred pursuant to a policy that has in fact been
formally adopted by the military. In a public announcement broadcasted on state television
on 21 February, the SAC stated that “protesters are now inciting the people, especially
emotional teenagers and youth to a confrontation path where they will suffer the loss of
life”. 113 On 26 March, a State MRTV news channel broadcast stated that “you should learn
from the tragedy of earlier ugly deaths that you can be in danger of getting shot to the head
and back”. 114 The Irrawaddy has reported that an internal military memo dated 11 April
2021—two days after 82 protesters were reportedly massacred in Bago 115—documented a
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strict instruction given to “[o]fficers at all levels” that they “must annihilate them [referring to
“rioters”] when [they] face them”. 116 On 14 April 2021, a further internal memorandum was
reportedly distributed providing that “All the emergency security forces must be weaponized
fully and systematically” because “riots may extend to your control area”. 117 These
statements suggest that the violence employed by Tatmadaw troops against civilian
protesters was not only consistent with a previously utilised military strategy but that it was
pursuant to explicit orders. This clearly satisfies the policy element required for such
violence to amount to crimes against humanity.
The alleged Tatmadaw “policy” of violent suppression of civil disobedience also evinces the
necessary “State or organizational” character required of this element of the legal test for
crimes against humanity. This is notwithstanding the contested legitimacy of the military’s
coup. Although the coup may give rise to doubt as to whether the policy is “State”
sanctioned, the military possesses the characteristics of an organisation capable of directing
mass crimes in satisfaction of the broad test articulated in international jurisprudence. 118

Attack of a “widespread or systematic” character
According to the most recent international jurisprudence, the term “widespread” “connotes
the large-scale nature of the attack and the number of targeted persons”, 119 whereas the
“systematic” character of an “attack” may be established by showing their “organised nature”
and “the improbability of their random occurrence”. 120 The criteria need only be satisfied in
the alternative. 121
In relation to the situation in Myanmar, there is evidence suggesting that both criteria are
satisfied. As of 15 September 2021, the AAPP had documented 1,093 individuals as having
been killed by the Tatmadaw coup and 6,533 people as in arbitrary detention. 122 This data is
broadly consistent with the reporting of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human
Rights in Myanmar. 123 Related military violence against protestors has also been
documented across the country, including in large cities and in remote border areas,
indicating that the crackdown has been “large-scale” in geographical nature. 124 This data
suggests that the “widespread” requirement is met. Similarly, the apparently organised
nature of the attack, as outlined above, indicates that the attack is “systematic”.

Specific elements
As the existing evidence relating to the situation in Myanmar since 1 February likely meets
the threshold of “a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population”,
whether the situation amounts to crimes against humanity turns on whether, and if so, which,
certain inhumane acts (enumerated in Article 7(1) of the ICC Statute) can be said to have
occurred as part of the attack. This section considers those arguably present on the existing
evidence.

Murder
There have been numerous reports that the Myanmar security forces have killed individuals
as part of its crackdown on people protesting the 1 February attempted coup. The Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar observed in a statement on 27 July
2021 that the ‘junta has murdered at least 931 people’. 125 As of 15 September 2021, the
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AAPP had documented 1,093 deaths. 126 Although not all reported deaths are clearly
attributable to security forces, most are alleged to be. 127 The number of fatalities
documented by the AAPP correlates broadly to the periods in which military crackdown on
protest has been reported as the most severe, with March clearly being the deadliest month.
Under tribunal jurisprudence, these killings will amount to the crime against humanity of
murder if they can be proven to have resulted from acts or omissions committed with the
intention to kill or to cause serious bodily harm, which the perpetrator should have
reasonably known might lead to death. 128 The circumstances of killings reported in Myanmar
to date indicate that this threshold has likely been met. In particular, notwithstanding a lack
of particulars for many documented deaths, more than half recorded by the AAPP have
been identified as due to gunshot wounds. 129 Approximately 111 fatalities recorded by the
AAPP are attributed to gunshot direct to the head. 130 Most gunshot deaths have been
reported in circumstances where live rounds have been fired upon largely peaceful
protests, 131 or upon residents in or near their homes during raids. 132 The use of such
weapons in law enforcement operations is generally only permissible under international law
in very confined circumstances. 133 The widespread reports of their indiscriminate use in
Myanmar following the attempted coup by security forces and targeted direction of fire
suggests that death was foreseen by the shooters. This is reinforced by the public
statements made by the military outlined above in which explicit warnings were issued of
“loss of life” and “of getting shot to the head and back”. In regards to reports of death by
other means, including instances in which civilians have been burnt alive, 134 protesters have
died in detention due to lack of medical care after serious injury or after contracting COVID19, 135 or detainees have died due to interrogation methods, 136 the foreseeability of death in
the circumstances is such as to suggest the deaths amount to crimes against humanity of
murder.
Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of
fundamental rules of international law
Imprisonment is a a crime against humanity where it is an “arbitrary or otherwise unlawful
detention or deprivation of liberty”. 137 The crime extends to prison-like conditions and other
serious forms of confinement, 138 including potentially house arrest. 139 Under customary
international law, the key issue is whether imprisonment is “arbitrary” which will be the case
“if no legal basis can be called upon to justify the initial deprivation of liberty”. 140
As at 15 September 2021, the AAPP has identified 6,533 individuals as under detention in
Myanmar, arrested since 1 February 2021. 141 The majority are detained in prisons, with 42
identified as under house arrest. 142 For most of those documented by the AAPP as currently
under detention, no legal basis for imprisonment has been identified. 143 The circumstances
of arrest or identity of the detainee in many of these cases suggests arrest was on the
ground of opposition to the coup or for assisting protesters. For example, many of those
identified as under detention but without information as to the ground for detention have
affiliations to the NLD, were detained during implementation of the coup, during a protest, or
after assisting someone who participated in a protest. 144 Subjecting individuals to
imprisonment without a legal reason is arbitrary and where part of the Tatmadaw’s broader
widespread and systematic attack against civilians, a crime against humanity. Most arrests
resulting in detentions documented by the AAPP correlate to the periods in which the military
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has most violently suppressed protests (February to May), suggesting that a very high
number of detentions meet this threshold.
1,461 of the 6,533 individuals identified as under detention by the AAPP have been
documented as being detained according to a specific section of Myanmar law. 145 This does
not of itself justify the deprivation of liberty. International jurisprudence clearly confirms that
where national law is relied upon as a basis for the deprivation of liberty, “the relevant
provisions must not violate international law” in order for detention to be non-arbitrary. 146 In
this regard, many of the laws relied upon by the Tatmadaw as a basis for detaining
individuals do not meet the standards required under international law. 1,282 of those
detained on a ground of local law, for instance, have allegedly been arrested under Sections
124, 505, or 505A of the Penal Code which define high treason and sedition. These
provisions were amended (and 505A introduced) by the SAC after seizing power such that,
under Section 124, acts including “attempts to excite disaffection” towards the “Defence
Services or Defence Services Personnel” or that “causes to sabotage or to hinder the
success of the Defence Services” are punishable by up to 20 years imprisonment. 147 Under
Section 505 and the new Section 505A, imprisonment is warranted for acts including
spreading “false news” and attempting to “hinder, disturb, damage the motivation, discipline,
health [and] conduct” of “the Defence Services”. 148 These laws do not comply with
international legal standards, particularly international human rights law. Although the right to
freedom of expression 149 may be restricted where strictly necessary to protect a legitimate
interest and proportionate to the interest being protected, the SAC’s orders do not meet this
standard in clearly going beyond what may be necessary to protect national security. 150 The
result is that detentions under the new laws are likely arbitrary and the threshold of a crime
against humanity met in each case.

Torture
The AAPP has explicitly identified at least 59 individuals either killed due to “torture” or being
returned dead to family members from interrogation with markings consistent with prolonged
and serious beatings, stress positioning, stabbing and cutting, smashing of teeth and nails,
and electric shock. 151 Such data is consistent with other media and NGO reports, which also
include testimony of many of those released from interrogation and further detail tactics
including denial of sleep, food, and medical assistance. 152 These reports likely satisfy the
threshold of “torture” as a crime against humanity, which requires establishing: (1) the
intentional infliction, by act or omission, of severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon
one or more persons; (2) the person(s) were in the custody or under the control of the
perpetrator; and (3) the pain or suffering did not result from, or was not inherent or incidental
to, lawful sanctions. 153
The existing evidence suggests that the interrogation practices recounted by those that have
been detained by security forces in Myanmar and as evidenced on bodies returned from
interrogation meet the necessary severity threshold of torture. That threshold has been
described in the international jurisprudence as varying according to the circumstances, 154
but as necessarily requiring “an important degree of pain and suffering”. 155 In assessing
whether such acts meet the severity threshold, international tribunals have considered
factors such as the nature, consistency and context of the infliction of pain, as well as its
premeditation and purpose. 156 Reported inflictions of pain by military forces during
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interrogations and as punishment are very likely to meet the required threshold. Indeed, in
Kvočka, the ICTY explicitly recognised acts of “[b]eating, sexual violence, prolonged denial
of sleep, food, hygiene, and medical assistance” as acts “likely to constitute torture”. 157 The
statements of witnesses and victims of the severity of the effects of interrogation and
punishment techniques also objectively indicate “severe physical or mental pain or
suffering”.
The relevant reports allege that the mistreatment has occurred while individuals have been
in Tatmadaw custody. 158 Evidence of bodies that have been returned by the military from
military custody with markings of torture reinforce these reports. Further, there are no facts
to suggest that the alleged treatment of individuals in detention is inherent or incidental to
lawful sanctions such that cumulatively the requirements of the crime against humanity of
torture are likely met.

Rape and other sexual violence
There are reports suggesting increased sexual violence and harassment by Tatmadaw
soldiers in the aftermath of the coup, particularly against women detainees. 159 In order for
sexual violence to amount to a crime against humanity, it must amount to an act of a ‘sexual
nature’ against one or more persons ‘by force, or by threat of force or coercion’ and be of a
‘gravity comparable’ to the other specific offences that may constitute a crime against
humanity. 160 Like all crimes against humanity, there is also a mental element required to
establish this crime which requires that the perpetrator “knew that the conduct was part of or
intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population”. 161 For crimes of a sexual nature, there is a tendency to assume sexual
violence is ordinarily “isolated” or “personally motivated” and must be “strategic”—not
“opportunistic”—or widespread in nature to satisfy this contextual element. 162 This is a
misconception. 163 There is no requirement that sexual violence per se be shown to be
widespread or systematic to constitute a crime against humanity—even a single or relatively
limited number of sexual crimes may amount to crimes against humanity if proven to be part
of an attack that is proven to be widespread and systematic. 164 Further, in linking the
violence to such an attack, international tribunals have accepted that it is “sufficient to show
that the act took place in the context of an accumulation of acts of violence which,
individually, may vary greatly in nature and gravity”. 165 The key evidentiary factors are
accordingly “the timing, the perpetrators and the fact that the crimes occurred in connection
with… other similar crimes against civilians”. 166
The reports that have emerged to date of sexual violence in relation to the coup have
primarily alleged rape and other forms of sexual violence against female captives during
interrogations. 167 If substantiated, these allegations may meet the contextual and
substantive threshold of crimes against humanity—they have occurred alongside other
violence part of the attack as substantiated elsewhere in this Paper, even if the violence has
been geographically remote, occurring in prison settings. 168 The greatest barrier to presently
concluding from these reports that rape and sexual violence have occurred as crimes
against humanity is rather a lack of specificity—the public allegations that have been made
are largely speculative and non-specific in nature, with reports of “sexual violence and other
forms of gendered harassment and humiliation” in general, 169 or allegations substantiated
only by vague hearsay evidence. 170 These accounts suggest that rape and sexual violence
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have occurred but are not being adequately reported. It is well-accepted that sexual violence
is often underreported—both in peacetime and times of conflict. 171 In Myanmar,
underreporting is likely being exacerbated by the current political climate, in which it is
unsafe for individuals to report acts of violence to local authorities or the international
community. 172 Sexual violence has been weaponised by the Tatmadaw in the past in
execution of the “Four Cuts” strategy and clearance operations, suggesting particularly close
attention is warranted in its investigation. 173 The existing information accordingly suggests
that sexual violence has likely occurred but also that further investigation and evidencecollecting is necessary to determine its extent and particularities as a potential crime against
humanity. 174

Persecution
The crime of “persecution” is defined under international law as the intentional and severe
deprivation of fundamental rights, contrary to international law, by reason of the identity of a
group or collectivity. 175 The key feature of the crime is the perpetrator’s identification of the
group—the discriminatory deprivation of rights. 176 The information currently available in
relation to the Tatmadaw’s response to protests suggests, as outlined elsewhere in this
Paper, that violence has been deployed indiscriminately to quell civil disobedience. To this
extent, the distinguishing feature of this crime is not present on the facts as they stand.
There is, however, further evidence suggesting that some individuals have been targeted by
the military on the basis of their membership of certain groups. 177 In particular, there have
been reports of doctors and medical personnel being targeted by the Tatmadaw since 1
February 2021. 178 According to data published by Insecurity Insight, between 1 February
and 31 July 2021 there were 252 reported incidents of violence against or obstruction of
health care workers, 234 attributable to the SAC or Tatmadaw soldiers—incidents included
arrests for providing medical care, occupation of hospitals, and seizure of medical
supplies. 179 190 health care workers have reportedly been arrested, 37 injured, and 25
killed. 180 There are reports of health care workers being forced into hiding due to fear of
arrest and in some cases, their family members being arrested in their places. 181 On 4 June,
the SAC announced the passports of healthcare workers associated with the CDM were
being revoked and ordered confiscation of their medical licenses. 182
To the extent that these individuals are targeted on the basis of their provision of health care
and medical expertise, the material and mental elements of discrimination required for their
ill-treatment by the military to amount to persecution are arguably present. If discriminatory
in the relevant sense, the ill-treatment of health care workers has, on the information
available, involved severe deprivations of fundamental rights, including the right to life, right
to physical and mental inviolability, and the right to personal freedom. 183 The offending
behaviours against health care workers—including killings, arbitrary detentions, enforced
disappearance, torture—likely satisfy the definitions of separate crimes against humanity,
satisfying the necessary severity threshold. 184

Enforced disappearance
On 30 August 2021, the AAPP stated that the current condition and location of 82% on their
under-detention lists—approximately 5,000 people—remained unknown. 185 The UN Special
Rapporteur has identified “a recurring pattern in which family members are not provided on
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the location or well-being of those detained”. 186 Interviews undertaken by Human Rights
Watch confirm that families have been unable to access detained relatives nor information
about their relatives’ location or well-being, and that this has heightened concerns about
their safety. 187 Such reports are suggestive of the crime of enforced disappearance, which is
defined in the Rome Statute as the “arrest, detention or abduction of persons by, or with the
authorisation, support or acquiescence of, a State or political organisation, followed by a
refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate or
whereabouts of those persons, with the intention of removing them from the protection of law
for a prolonged period of time”. 188 The “essence” of the crime has been articulated as “that
the friends and families of the direct victims do not know whether the persons concerned are
alive or dead”. 189 Although further information is needed to determine the extent of the crime,
the existing evidence suggests that the crime of enforced disappearance has occurred in the
course and aftermath of the coup.

Other inhumane acts
Reports suggest that the Tatmadaw has in various ways weaponised the pandemic in its
crackdown on civil disobedience and that this has resulted in opponents to the Tatmadaw
being disproportionately affected by COVID-19. Arguably, the relevant measures taken by
the military herein—including the targeting of health care professionals and limitation of
access to medical supplies and attention to opponents—may constitute crimes against
humanity of “other inhumane acts”. To amount to this crime, acts must be (1) of “a similar
character” to other prohibited acts; (2) cause “great suffering, or serious injury to body or to
mental or physical health”; and (3) that injury must be intentional. 190 Detainees intentionally
denied the appropriate medical care for treating COVID symptoms could fall within this
category, although more information is needed to assess whether the requisite intention is
present on the facts and whether the requisite degree of severity of suffering has been
established. 191 Similarly, it is unclear whether the diversion of medical supplies to military
hospitals—resulting in deaths for those unable to access such supplies—has occurred with
the specific intention of depriving opponents of access to oxygen supplies and other medical
equipment. Although there is a persuasive argument to be made on the evidence available,
more information is required to determine whether harm of a sufficient gravity and
seriousness has been intentionally inflicted so as to constitute a crime against humanity.
There are also other incidents on the evidence that may not satisfy the criteria of other
specified acts that nonetheless are likely to constitute crimes against humanity under this
residual category, for example reports of cruel and degrading treatment of detainees. 192

POTENTIAL WAR CRIMES
As a matter of international law, “war crimes” are those violations of International
Humanitarian Law (‘IHL’) that attract international criminal responsibility. 193 As IHL only
applies to situations that amount to ‘armed conflict’ under international law, the commission
of a war crime presupposes the existence of an armed conflict. This is a wholly factdependent and case-by-case assessment; there is no requirement that parties involved
declare or accept the situation as armed conflict for it to amount to such. 194 This means that
the NUG’s declaration of a “people’s war” is not determinative of whether there is an armed
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conflict. The situation in Myanmar is also complicated by numerous pre-existing protracted
conflicts, which coalesce largely around ethnic divides, that have existed since Myanmar’s
independence in 1948. Violence relating to the 1 February coup must accordingly be
distinguished from other armed violence occurring within the country, including in the context
of the various pre-existing on-international armed conflicts (‘NIACs’), which is not the focus
of this report. 195
For coup-related armed violence in Myanmar to amount to a non-international armed conflict
(‘NIAC’), 196 it must meet two requirements under customary international law. 197 First, it must
evince a certain degree of intensity, described as “protracted armed violence” (‘sufficient
intensity’ requirement). Second, it must be between two or more “organised armed groups”
(‘sufficient organisation’ requirement). 198 A determination of these requirements is not fixed;
a situation that initially does not meet the threshold of armed conflict—a situation of civil
unrest or “internal disturbances and tensions” only—may later evolve into armed conflict.
This is well illustrated by the series of revolutions often described as the “Arab Spring” in
which numerous regimes responded to unrest with violence but only in Yemen, Libya, and
Syria was it eventually met with organised and armed opposition such that the situations
triggered IHL. 199 As these cases illustrate, the line separating armed conflict from situations
of “internal disturbance” can often be “blurred” and “not easily determined” in practice. 200
This means that even if the situation in Myanmar arising out of the coup does not currently
meet the threshold of armed conflict, that determination may change imminently.

Sufficient intensity
Under customary international law, the intensity threshold for classification of violence as
non-international armed conflict is “protracted armed violence”. 201 The focus is on the
intensity of armed violence, not its duration. 202 International jurisprudence has illuminated a
number of factors that may be relevant to assessment of intensity, 203 including the:
• number, duration, and level of violent confrontations;
• type and distribution of weapons and equipment;
• number and calibre of munitions;
• number of persons and type of forces partaking in fighting;
• number of casualties;
• geographical spread of violence
• extent of material destruction;
• number of civilians fleeing combat zones; and
• potentially, the involvement of the Security Council. 204
Reports indicate that early protests in opposition to the 1 February coup were largely
peaceful in nature and that it was only later that opposition was armed. Of these later armed
responses to security force violence—approximately 2% of demonstrations according to
ACLED data 205—armed violence by protesters appears to have been of a low level.
Weapons used were predominantly tear gas canisters thrown initially by security forces or
stones, or homemade weapons made and used without training or expertise. 206 Reports of
casualties have been almost entirely focused on protesters injured. This suggests that, for
the most part, armed violence between protesters and the military has not been of the
requisite degree of intensity.
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The situation is increasingly less clear in relation to armed violence subsequently reported
between people’s defense forces and the Tatmadaw. In recent months, there have been
reports of clashes between anti-coup militia and the military, including with significant
casualties. For example, in August there were three reports of military convoys being
ambushed by the “Yaw Defense Force” in Magwe Region, each more deadly than the last,
culminating in allegedly more than 30 Tatmadaw troop deaths in the last incident on 23
August. 207 On 9 September, there was reportedly fighting between Tatmadaw troops and
local people’s defense forces in Myin Thar and nearby villages that resulted in at least 15
deaths. 208 There are reports of Tatmadaw soldiers being killed in similar incidents with other
“people’s defense forces”, 209 and in other incidents, of civilian casualties and residents
fleeing their homes. 210 These incidents have involved intense fighting between individuals,
as reflected in casualties, such that they likely meet the intensity threshold of armed conflict,
notwithstanding disparities in the weapon capability of Tatmadaw and anti-coup militia.
Reports of such incidents have, however, been relatively infrequent. The majority of anticoup armed offensives appear to have been isolated and sporadic attacks on military targets
that are more likely akin to “internal disturbances” than armed conflict. 211 Of the reported
violence that may meet the requisite degree of intensity, there is insufficient information to
conclude other or most anti-military armed groups are engaging in similar violence. The
information thus suggests that some instances of armed violence meet the intensity
threshold of armed conflict, but that not all anti-coup armed groups have been engaged in
such violence.

Sufficient organisation
Although the exact degree of organisation required of an armed group to satisfy this
requirement remains “rather opaque”, it seems that the threshold is not particularly
exacting—international courts have referred to “some degree of organization” and armed
forces that are “organized to a greater or lesser extent”, 212 while commentators have
stressed “a modicum”, 213 “minimum”, 214 and “not to be exaggerated” level of organisation. 215
A number of factors have been highlighted in the jurisprudence that may be taken into
account in determining whether an armed group evinces the requisite level of organisation
for classification as a non-international armed conflict. These include:
• an official command structure;
• the existence of headquarters;
• control over territory;
• access to weapons, equipment, recruits, and training;
• uniforms;
• discrete roles and responsibilities;
• modes of communication;
• unified military tactics;
• internal regulations and disciplinary procedures;
• the ability to plan, coordinate, and execute military operations; and
• the ability to speak with “one voice”, to negotiate and conclude agreements such as
ceasefire agreements. 216
In relation to the situation in Myanmar, it is clear that the Tatmadaw meets the sufficient
organisation requirement as an armed group. It is less clear, however, whether groups
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engaging the Tatmadaw in violence meet the threshold such that clashes between them
can be characterised as “armed conflict”. Reports indicate that of the small number of
protests in which protesters engaged in armed violence, the protesters have been largely
unorganised. Weapons used were predominantly tear gas canisters thrown initially by
security forces or stones—suggesting a lack of premeditation—or homemade weapons
made and used without training or expertise. 217 There is a lack of evidence to suggest
coordination in armed violence by protesters in the sense required for the purposes of
conflict classification under international law. On the information available, armed violence
by protesters in response to security force crackdowns accordingly does not meet the
sufficient requirement criterion of armed conflict.
Armed “defense forces” that have reportedly engaged in armed clashes with the
Tatmadaw—principally NUG PDF fighters or local defense forces—bear more of the
hallmarks of ‘organisation’ with individuals acting under the auspices of declared armed
groups. For the NUG’s PDF, the NUG has published a detailed military structure and chain
of command. 218 There is, however, a paucity of information about the command structure
and operational capability of this group in practice. There is even less information available
about the organisation of local defense forces. This makes assessment of the sufficient
organisation criterion more difficult for these groups than for the Tatmadaw.
The sufficient organisation requirement is, however, sensitive to context—it is accepted that
armed groups may operate as underground organisations such that their command structure
may not be known. 219 More difficult in the case of the PDF and local people’s defense forces
is insufficient information to conclude that, either between them or separately, there is
coordination, responsible command, or significant operational capacity. Although the NUG
has issued a call to arms for all those opposed to the military regime, there is no evidence to
suggest that it currently has effective control over local defense forces such that those
groups are accountable to it. 220 There is also currently insufficient information to conclude
responsible command exists within local defense forces. Furthermore, there is little evidence
to date of coordination both within and between declared defense forces. 221
Although there is evidence to suggest individuals are being trained in established training
camps, the currently available information does not establish the membership of those
individuals to groups that possess internal structure. 222 The information that exists about
clashes between armed groups and the Tatmadaw also suggests that they have been
operating to date with minimal resourcing and a lack of training. For example, the Chinland
Defense Force, the Chin local component of the PDF, has been reported as largely limited in
access to makeshift weaponry such as slingshots and flintlock hunting ‘Tumee’ rifles. 223 The
local “people’s defense force” that reportedly acted in defence against Tatmadaw troops on
September 9 and 10 in Myin Thar village in western Magway has been described as limited
in weaponry to “handmade guns and percussion lock firearms” that are “useless” in rain. 224
Other defense forces have largely limited offensives to hit-and-run assassinations,
ambushes, and shadowy bombings, further suggesting a paucity of resourcing and
capacity. 225 Although some analysts have suggested more effective defense forces are now
equipped with automatic weapons, this has not been confirmed. 226
The dearth of evidence to suggest coordination, structure, and capability either between or
within people’s defense forces (including the NUG’s), alongside the minimal evidence that
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does exist, suggests that most—if not all—of these groups do not currently meet the
requisite degree of organisation for characterisation of the situation as armed conflict.
However, with reports of increasing cooperation with established ethnic armed
organisations, 227 even if only at the ground level at current, 228 and indications that the NUG’s
PDF is a prelude to a more organised “Federal Union Army”, 229 there is ample evidence to
suggest that these groups may in the very near future possess “sufficient organisation”.

Consequences
In a situation that meets the threshold of non-international armed conflict, IHL applies in
addition to international human rights law. In particular, Common Article 3 of the Geneva
Conventions and relevant rules of customary international law apply. Where the threshold is
not met, international human rights law continues to apply, as does the law prohibiting the
crimes of genocide and crimes against humanity.
Reports indicate that in recent months human rights abuses have occurred in the course of
clashes between declared people’s defense forces and security forces. In several instances,
there are accounts of the Tatmadaw retaliating to clashes with punitive reprisals against
local communities that have led to killings or forced displacement. Incidents involving
particularly intense violence have included:
• In Sagaing Region, the Tatmadaw in July 2021 reportedly killed dozens of individuals,
some after arrest, some allegedly members of armed groups, with heavy weapons and
guns. 230 There are allegations that some of those killed were tortured. 231 Over 5,000
civilians have reportedly been displaced. 232 After recent raids of police stations by the
local people’s defense force, the Tatmadaw reportedly burned down an entire village
and shot at anyone attempting to put out fires or assist those attempting to escape. 233
• In Chin State, there have been reports of villages being targeted by Tatmadaw artillery
and the use of human shields. Civilian deaths have been reported, along with extensive
damage to civilian buildings and significant displacement of the civilian population.
Reportedly, the Tatmadaw has fired upon camps containing internally displaced persons
marked accordingly. 234
• In Kayah State and southern Shan State, there have been reports of the Tatmadaw
deploying heavy weapons and conducting airstrikes in civilian areas in response to
offensives by armed groups. Over 55 civilian deaths have been reported. Photo
evidence of remains found after the strikes suggest at least 22 individuals were
summarily executed. Accounts also indicate that civilian objects, including schools and
religious sites, were occupied and destroyed by military forces and civilians killed. Over
108,000 civilians have reportedly fled. The Tatmadaw has allegedly restricted
humanitarian access to these individuals. 235
• Across Myanmar, there have been targeted killings of unarmed individuals, including
NLD and other political activists, allegedly attributable to Pyu Saw Htee. Responsibility
for other targeted killings and explosions near military structures has been claimed by
anti-coup groups. 236
The Office of the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights on the Situation of
human rights in Myanmar on 16 September 2021 stated that the above incidents “involve
violations and abuses of the rights to life, to liberty and security, of freedom from arbitrary
arrest and detention, and to food housing, education and health, among others”. 237 To the
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extent that prohibited acts including murder, imprisonment, and torture have occurred, it is
also likely that they constitute further crimes against humanity—committed in the context of
the widespread and systematic attack identified earlier in this Paper. 238
If, notwithstanding the above analysis, the situation can be said to meet the threshold of
armed violence such that IHL applies, incidents like and including these may also constitute
violations of IHL and amount to war crimes. If the situation is to be characterised as armed
violence due to increased coordination and organisation of people’s defense forces in
coming months, these incidents raise serious concerns that war crimes may be committed.
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Conclusion and recommendations
The public information currently available strongly suggests that atrocity crimes have
occurred and continue to occur in the aftermath of the military coup in Myanmar on 1
February 2021 as follows:
i.

Crimes against humanity—the military’s crackdown on civil disobedience has
involved violence amounting to the crimes against humanity of:
a. murder;
b. imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty;
c. torture; and
d. enforced disappearance.
The information available also suggests that the following crimes against
humanity should be further investigated:
e. rape and other sexual violence;
f.

persecution; and

g. other inhumane acts.
ii.

War crimes—the vast majority of violence in response to the coup has not met
the threshold required for characterisation as armed conflict such that
International Humanitarian Law (‘IHL’)—and the law of war crimes—is not
applicable. This is, however, a fact-specific determination and recent reports of
violence between newly formed militias, including with the cooperation of
established ethnic armed organisations, suggests that this characterisation of the
situation may change in the near future.

The information outlined in this Briefing Paper raises concerns that not enough is being done
to prevent and punish the perpetration of atrocity crimes in Myanmar post-coup.
UN Member States should:
•
•
•
•

•

actively identify possible fora for legal proceedings that could rely on the
evidence that has already been collected across Myanmar;
adequately resource in-country organisations to collect evidence of atrocity
crimes;
provide training for in-country organisations collecting evidence;
use formal and informal mechanisms—like Arria-formula meetings—at UN
Headquarters to draw attention specifically to the ongoing risk of atrocity
crimes in the context of the coup;
include language in UN documents actively identifying and responding to the
significant risk of atrocity crimes to civilians in protesting against the military coup.
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